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Dr. H.  Johnson on the Divetgence of  Plants. 17 

on the moors they escape the enemy by wearing a close boot. 
After walking some time upon gravel, far removed from any 
plant whatever, the stocking will be found sprinkled with 
them, when, running rapidly upwards, they ensconce them- 
selves wherever the dress is most closely confined to the body. 
Animals, particularly horses, suffer dreadfully from this cause, 
the tender skin of the lips and nose being frequently covered 
with nests of harvest-bugs, which have fixed there during 
grazing, but which probably cannot bury themselves as in the 
human being from the toughness of the skin. The cat's 
whiskers have a scarlet spot at the insertion of each hair v, and 
she bites her, paws all day, yet does not relinquish her fa- 
vourite bask on the warm gravel, which probabl.y is the cause 
of her annoyance, because the rabbits, shut up m a building, 
though fed even on the freshest of kidney-bean plants, are 
not aware that harvest-bugs exist. 

I f  it be asked where was the embryo harvest-bug,--where 
was the insect whose life, beginning as it would seem with the 
greatest heat of summer, ended with the first cold of autumn,--  
during the intermediate nine months ? we may reply, Probably 
buried in embryo in the soil. But research would afford no 
information on this subject, from the minuteness of the insect. 

Rectory, Hayes, Kent, March 1836. A . M . n .  

V. On the Divergence of  Plants, and its Analog3t to the Irri- 
tability of  Animals. By HENRY JOI-INSON, M.D. 

To the Editors of  the PhilosoThical Magazine and Journal 
GENTLEMEN, 

I N No. 33t  of your valuable Journal you have done me 
the favour to insert a short communication on the subject 

of a newly discovered property in plants supposed to be ana- 
logous to animal irritability, and which communication has 
been honoured by the notice of two "f r iends ,"  whose in- 
quiries and remarks are appended to my paper. 

I take great shame to myself for having allowed a whole 
year to elapse without any attention having been paid, or at 
least any answer returned, to these very valuable and obli- 
ging notices, for which, whilst I apologise for my apparent 
neglect of them, allow me to offer through you my best thanks 
to your ingenious and able correspondents. 

They probably do not breed in the animal skin any more than in that 
of their superior prey, because though visible in large groups, each indi- 
vidual seems equally mature, 

J- Lond. & Edinb. Phil. Mag., March 1835, vol. vi. p. 164. 
Third Series. Vol. 9. No. 51. July 1886. D 
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18 Mr.Woolhouse on the Theory of Vanishing Fractions, 

At tile foot of page i 66, your botanical friend asks me if 
I have ever tried the effect of division on Dirca palustris, or 
on any plant of the natural order Thymelece. 

The Dirca palustris is an exotic, and, I believe, a rare plant, 
which never having seen, I have of course not had an oppor- 
tunity of making it the subject of experiment. 

Belonging to the natural order Th~jmele~e there is one 
genus only found in England*, the genus Daphne, and of this 
I have, during the present month, had an opportunity of ex- 
amining two species, the Daphne Mezereum and Daph. Lau- 
reola. On dividing the recent green shoot of this year I found 
it in both decidedly divergent. They form, therefore, no ex- 
ception to anything which I have stated in m,y paper. 

At page 169, your medical friend remarks, that the ph~e- 
nomena described in my paper most closely resemble the con- 
traction of the ligamentum nuch~e by which the head of ani- 
mals is retracted after death, and which Bichfit attributes to 
vital contractility. 

Not having, at present, access to the works of Bichht, I am 
unable to learn the evidence on which he grounds this opinion. 
"Whether true or not, however, I do not see that it affords 
an objection to anything which I have advanced. 

I f  this contraction of the ligamentum nuch~e be an instance 
of vital contractility, and susceptible of excitation bv stimuli, 
it would appear to me to be identical with the irritability or 
contractility of muscular parts, and analogous to divergence: 
and therefore not a " distinct property." 

I f  stimulants do not excite contraction in tile ligamentum 
nuch~e, the property, whether vital or not, on which its mo- 
tions depend, differs in this essential particular from diver- 
gence. I am, Gentlemen, yours, &c. 

Shrewsbury, May28, ]836. HENaY Joarrso~, M.D. 

VI. On the Theory of Vanishing Fractions, in Repl~ to Pro- 
fessor Young. By Mr. W.  S. B. WoorrmVSE.t 

W H E N  Professor Young's first letter on the theory of 
vanishing fractions made its appearance in the April 

Number of the Philosophical Magazine, the anomalous ob- 
jections that were urged against my general principles with 
such apparent confidence were accounted for in my mind by 
the belief that he had been carried away by a partial and 
very imperfect perusal of the contents of my essay. Professor 

t firay's Natural Arrangement of British Plants. 
t Communicated by the Author. 
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